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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Sometimes we use a tool to solve a particular problem because that tool is built 
specifically for that problem. Other times we might improvise and use a tool for 
something other than it was intended for. However, as we approach the cutting edge 
of what’s new and what’s possible, we find ourselves surrounded by new tools that we 
have yet to fully comprehend, and it is up to designers to find the limits in how they 
can be used.

Our final project for the term will be to explore these new forms of interaction. We 
will be playing with existing affordances and finding new ones, developing ways of 
applying their strengths and abilities to existing problems, and testing the limits of 
what is meant by ‘interface’. Students can use any of the suggested categories listed 
below as their chosen interface or use them as points of departure into other fields. 

WEB APPS
Augmented Reality  Global Positioning (GPS)  RFID/NFC
Tangible Interfaces   TXT-based Interfaces  MIDI
Calm Technology Devices  Gestural Interfaces   Touch-Based Interfaces
Accelerometers   Telepresense   Smart Sensors
Gyrometers   Facial Recognition   Video Game Controllers

CRITERIA
As we progress through this project, make sure to post any screenshots, photos, 
diagrams, etc. that are part of your process to the blog. 

RESE ARCH/PROCESS
· Thorough look at how other artists/designers/engineers/academics are using these 

new modes of interface, and what the underlying technology can afford designers 
like us in creating new applications for them.

· Divergent research process that considers various user experiences, navigation 
formats and aesthetic approaches to the problem (at least three directions of each).

· Complete UX workflow (content analysis, wire frames, storyboards, style boards, 
design comps) for each stage of the design process.

E XECUTION
· At least 5 design comps showcasing the a typical user flow (more if necessary to 

clearly communicate how your interface functions)
· Intuitive navigation system(s) that allow people to explore the content at multiple 

levels of detail
· Appropriate design decisions, including color, typography, composition, hierarchy, 

imagery, etc.
· Clear presentation of design, both visually and verbally, that demonstrates both the 

interface that the user will view and interact with as well as how your design might 
be used in a real and practical way.

DUE

THURSDAY,
DEC. 12,
 8:00AM

DELIVERABLES

COMPS
Must provide a thorough 
snapshot of a typical user 
experience, within the app and 
within the context of the user’s 
environment.

PRESENTATION
A clear and concise explanation 
of your interface

GRADE BREAKDOWN

20% Process
20% Concept
20% Infomation Architecture/
        User Experience
20% Aesthetics
20% Presentation


